Effects of artesunate on cytokinesis and G₂/M cell cycle progression of tumour cells and budding yeast.
Artesunate, a semi-synthetic derivative of artemisinin, is an effective and safe anti-malaria drug, which also exhibits activity towards cancer cells. The present investigation studied the effect of artesunate on the mitosis of cancer and yeast cells by fluorescence microscopy and mRNA microarrays with a focus on the mitotic spindle checkpoint. The cytotoxicity of artesunate towards seven cell lines from six different cancer types was determined using the XTT assay. Furthermore, the cell cycle distribution of artesunate-treated cells was investigated by flow cytometry and immunofluorescence. To elucidate the genes mediating the effect of artesunate in the mitotic spindle checkpoint, knockout mutants of Saccharomyces cerevisiae were generated, since yeast knockouts are easier to generate than knockout strains of mammalian cells. Four out of the seven tested cell lines showed a G₂/M arrest upon artesunate exposure. Cells residing in the G₂/M arrest revealed multiple centrosomes, small multiple spindles and multi-nucleated cells, suggesting a defect in cytokinesis. The mitotic spindle checkpoint genes bub1, bub2, bub3, mad1, mad2 and mad3 were individually deleted and the sensitivity of these mutants towards artesunate was determined by monitoring the cell growth. The Δbub3 and Δmad3 mutants showed an increased sensitivity and the Δmad2 mutant a slightly decreased sensitivity to artesunate in comparison to the respective wild type. Bub3, Mad3 and Mad2 are the main regulators of the mitotic spindle checkpoint, suggesting that artesunate may interfere with this control mechanism.